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Zavino 

"Not Just Pizza!"

Located in close proximity to the City Center, this amazing pizza place is a

favorite meal spot for the locals of Philadelphia. Serving a long list of

wines and pizzas, this restaurant has a minimal decor, that gives it a

comfortable and cozy ambiance. Among all their delectable dishes, the

ones that stand-out include the Polpettini Pizza, gnocchi pasta, Drunken

Goat Meat and Diavolo Pizza. Drop by to have a casual meal with family

and friends and witness the authentic taste of Italian cuisine just at

Zavino.

 +1 215 732 2400  www.zavino.com/  info@zavino.com  112 South 13th Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Tacconelli’s Pizzeria 

"The Legendary Pizzeria"

Been around the corner for five generations, Tacconelli’s Pizzeria is a

much loved eatery in the Kensington neighborhood. Located on the East

Somerset Street, it has earned itself several fans over all these years. With

a small menu, that focuses on use of fresh ingredients and flavorful herbs,

the Tacconelli’s have made a mark, when it comes to quality and taste.

You can choose your base type, and also your toppings, and they will

handcraft your pizza in their special style. The ambiance of this place is

very warm, which gives the restaurant a rustic vibe. Perfect for family

dinners or friends' night-outs, the Tacconelli’s are easy on the pocket too.

 +1 215 425 4983  www.tacconellispizzeria.com/  2604 East Somerset Street,

Kensington, Philadelphia PA
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Savona Restaurant 

"Farm Fresh Food"

A Fresh, delicious food here at Savona Restaurant. A strong believer in the

'farm-to-table' concept of food, the restaurant's Executive Chef only

serves his dishes as fresh as it gets. In your plate, the food will never have

any overpowering flavors, except for what is naturally there. The later built

Bar Savona has a more casual set up and is a good place to catch up with

friends over a drink or two. Enjoy delicious pizzas and pastas and end your

meal with a sinful dessert.

 +1 610 520 1200  savonarestaurant.com/  naulleau@savonarestauran

t.com

 100 Old Gulph Road, Gulph

Mills PA
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